*To the Editor*:

Palmer and colleagues present findings using data and tools from the National Institute of Health Research Critical Care Health Informatics Collaborative in five United Kingdom university hospitals ([@bib1]). This publication now makes a second recent database report that seemingly indicates an association between exposure to hyperoxemia and death during critical illness ([@bib1], [@bib2]). In the current report, the authors found an association between "any hyperoxemia" exposure and increased ICU mortality over the first week (Days 0--7). Rather intriguingly, there was no effect of "hyperoxemia dose" (time integral of Pa~O~2~~ \>100 mm Hg per epoch) in this relationship, which challenges a causal relationship but indicates a potential all-or-nothing problem, such as confounding by indication.

For example, confounding by severity is the problem whereby patients with more severe illness are likely to receive a hyperoxemia exposure; the authors site the issue of unstable patients undergoing multiple transfers and procedures that necessitate being placed in high F[i]{.smallcaps}~O~2~~ for transfer. Another confounding by severity might be use of supplemental oxygen during resuscitation, with such sick patients often receiving an F[i]{.smallcaps}~O~2~~ of 1.0. The hyperoxemia exposure will appear to result in poorer outcomes because degree of severity affects both the exposure and the patient outcome and is not an intermediate between the exposure and outcome ([@bib3]). The authors have used methods to minimize this problem but, as they say, "at the expense of reducing the number of cases from which to learn."

There is, however, another confounder not considered in the report ([@bib1]): The hyperoxemia exposure is independently associated with the definition of the outcome (death). For example, in the patient undergoing apnea testing as part of the assessment of death by neurological criteria (DNC), the test is started after a period of preoxygenation (10 min with F[i]{.smallcaps}~O~2~~ 1.0) with an arterial blood gas (ABG) test result confirming an appropriate starting Pa~CO~2~~. In the United Kingdom, two sets of tests with separate evaluation of apnea are performed (i.e., at least two ABG tests, by definition, with hyperoxemia). After determination of DNC, there may be further ABG tests with hyperoxemia in the instances in which lung organ donation is being considered. The so-called standard criteria for choosing lungs are to ventilate with F[i]{.smallcaps}~O~2~~ 1.0 and positive end-expiratory pressure 5 cm H~2~O and then check that Pa~O~2~~ is \>300 mm Hg. Palmer and colleagues do not provide the number of deaths (outcomes) meeting DNC or the number of instances in which lung organ donation was considered. Also, it is not clear from the supplementary methodological references about the National Institute of Health Research Critical Care Health Informatics Collaborative database ([@bib4], [@bib5]) how ABG test results up to the first apnea test can be identified or how time of death can be differentiated from time of "discharge" in organ donors. I wonder whether the authors would consider restricting their statistical procedures by stratifying according to criteria for death (cardiac vs. DNC) and reexploring the associations between "any hyperoxemia," "hyperoxemia dose," and death.
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